Simulation of vaginal wall biomechanical properties from pelvic floor closure forces map.
We simulated the way that pelvic floor muscles (PFM) generate zonal compression on the vagina and urethra in order to maintain urinary continence. Raw data were obtained using a probe to map the distribution of vaginal closure forces. Simulation model was made using ordinary Spring-mass model. The biomechanical properties are applied to the spring of the model. We simulated four models that are applied to asymptomatic subjects as controls and patients based on information obtained from the measured force maps using a vaginal probe. PFM values are measured when subjects are relaxed and during voluntary PFM contraction. Results show that simulation clearly distinguished between controls and patents and demonstrates that in the controls, after a period of 0.075 sec from the time when the rest force was added, the model was deformed to a neutral shape, and after another period of 0.075 sec from the time when the contract force was added at intervals of 0.001 sec, the closure force reaches maximum. The results render the simulation of the vaginal wall deformations that was obtained directly by the force maps. It shows that in controls the wall model is significantly deformed compared to that from the patient's model. In this research we simulated the response of the vaginal walls using spring mass model and the force maps of vaginal closure forces applied to control subjects and patients. The process of deformation of the vaginal wall is thus visualized demonstrating the relative pathologic differences between the two groups.